Don’t give burglars
the opportunity
High security fittings for windows and doors

The only thing
we have to fear
is fear itself.
Franklin D. Roosevelt

Sobinco, inspired by life

Being able to open and close windows and doors,

Inspired by life, by people, their safety and

to live life to the full or to find peace and quiet, to

peace-of-mind, Sobinco developes a complete

secure your home and protect your family and friends

range of high quality fittings for aluminium windows

... that’s what it really is all about.

and doors.
You can’t protect your family from all the harm in
the world but at least you can offer them a safe
environment at home.

Kies voor kwaliteit en veiligheid

Sobinco Inside, the quality label with the blue dot
The Sobinco fittings for aluminium windows and doors are high-tech and 100% made in Belgium. Although
the consumer may be unaware of these products, they are of great importance for the quality of the end

Inside

product and they contribute to a secure, comfortable and stylish home and work environment. Ask for
Sobinco high security fittings for windows and doors and you needn’t lose any sleep over it.

The SKG quality label
The number of SKG stars visible on fittings indicates the burglary resistance. The majority of Sobinco
fittings are provided with 2 SKG stars, resulting in a high level of burglary resistance.

10 systems

to protect your home against burglaries
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High security window systems
ANTI-LIFT PIN FOR WINDOWS
The anti-lift pin is used as extra protection and prevents jacking
of your windows.
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CHRONO SAFE
Your windows will be better protected against burglary when
fitted with Chrono Safe.
The Chrono Safe system is SKG** certified. This high security
system is provided with mushroom head bolts in stainless steel,
security wedges and protection pieces. The Chrono Safe system
is always used in combination with a handle with a cylinder.

+0.8
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HORIZON

-0.8
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Handles with cylinder
HORIZON - EDGE
30000-670CYL

All window types can be provided with a handle with a cylinder

31000-670CYL

30000-662CYL

EDGE

without a base. When locked, the handle is a huge asset in the
fight against burglary and an important first step to a safer home.

This SKG organization is ‘the’ test centre for the security
against burglary. The Chrono Safe window system has obtained
the SKG certificate .
30000-673CYL

31000-673CYL

35300-682-..CYL
36000-682-..CYL
36500-682-..CYL
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Motorized
bottom hung window
E-INVISITOP
The completely concealed motorized
bottom hung window E-Invisitop offers, by
means of a single engine, the ability not
only to tilt the window, but also to lock or
to unlock the window.
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3-part door hinge
ROLLENBAND WITH ANTI-LIFT PIN
Three-part screwable door hinge for open in and open out doors
with flush profiles. The Rollenband is provided with 2 anti-lift pins
as an extra protection to prevent jacking of doors. The Rollenband
is SKG certified with 2 stars.
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The multipoint lock is provided with a top and bottom lock with an upward
hook bolt and 2 security pins to secure doors against forced entry.
For extra Security against burglary the top and bottom lock have

Top lock

been provided with:
• hook bolts for security in horizontal direction.
• 2 security pins for security in vertical direction.
• upward hook bolt as anti-lift security.

• Maximum reliability by means of a renewed latch bolt
mechanism, a renewed handle mechanism and non-disengageable
gear wheels.
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• Orca Security locks with hooks in stainless steel suited for
RC3 system certification.
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• Orca Standard locks with hooks in zinc alloy suited for RC2
system certification.
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• sliding hook bolts.
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Unique multipoint lock with hook and pin
for burglar resistant doors
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Security cylinders SKG** en SKG***

SKG*** certified security cylinders, with and without ownership certificate, hardened locking pins, reversible
key, anti-drill protection and extended master-key combination options increase the resistance against burglary.
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High security handles with long backplate, finger pulls and cylinder covers
HORIZON - EDGE
The Horizon and Edge high security handles and finger pulls for doors and sliding doors
are provided with a special reinforced core which encases the cylinder and makes the
long backplate hard to break. In combination with cylinder protection the Edge Security
handles are SKG*** certified, a nightmare for any burglar. Ask for our extensive brochures.

HORIZON

82100(B)(C)L (VI)
82110(B)(C)L (VI)

82106(C)L (VI)
82116(C)L (VI)

82392-13-50
82392-14-50
82392-15-50

82180(C)L (VI)
82181(C)L (VI)

82182(C)L (VI)

82700(C)L (VI)
82700SPL VI
82710(C)L (VI)
82710SPL VI

82706(C)L (VI)
82706SPL VI
82716(C)L (VI)
82716SPL VI

82391-13-50
82391-14-50
82391-15-50

82780(C)L (VI)
82781(C)L (VI)

82782(C)L (VI)

EDGE
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Cylinder operated two-point lock
suitable for most sliding door systems
BT-LOCK
Thanks to this cylinder operated lock, a sliding door can be used as an
entrance door. It is the most discreet sliding door system on the
market. By just closing on top and at the bottom the vertical frame
profile remains free of keeps. Heavy anchored clamping pieces on the
ends of the faceplate provide a strong resistance in case of a burglary
attempt or misuse. BT-Lock has been SKG-certified with 3 stars.
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Security door pull with and without cylinder protection
EDGE

SOBINOX

The Edge Security door pulls are burglar resistant and provided

The Sobinox door pulls are manufactured from high-grade stainless

with a long backplate in solid aluminium (stainless steel for the

steel AISI 304 and are supplied in satin finish. They are burglar

version with cylinder protection). The grip is fabricated of stainless

resistant and provided with long backplate in solid stainless

steel. The door pulls have a high corrosion resistance grade 5

steel. The door pulls have a high corrosion resistance grade 4

(480h) in accordance with the European standard EN1670.

(480h) in accordance with the European standard EN1670.

82730(C) (VI)

74024P VI

74022(C) (VI)

74022P VI
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High security handle operated multi-point
lock for sliding doors
PENTA-LOCK
The Penta-Lock with its different options offers the best
guarantee against burglary. The strong multi-point lock
with pivoting night bolt and up to 4 additional mushroom
head bolts provides extra locking that has an anti lift feature
preventing the door from being lifted off its runner.
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Precautions

to discourage burglars

Pay extra attention to your doors, windows and sliding doors.The door is the most convenient way
to intrude into a house. Not always the front door, but more often the back door. 80% of all burglaries are
through the door. As well as the strength of the door, high security fittings are of great importance and
contribute to the overall security against burglary. Windows and sliding doors are very vulnerable. Solid
glass is fundamental but high security fittings are just as important.

A burglar hates 3 things: time wasting, noise and presence of people or animals! Take advantage of
this and make it difficult for him.

Keep the street side of your garden open. Hiding becomes more difficult for burglars.

Look at the content of your shed or garage. Often the best tools for a burglar are in there. Lock up and
hide everything very carefully.

Don’t leave items that could be used for climbing lying around. Put away ladders and garden furniture.

A message of absence is an invitation. Drop it!

Avoid full mailboxes and inform your neighbours of your absence. One good turn deserves another.

Make a full list with photos of your possessions.

We are Sobinco. We get things done. We specialise in the development and production of innovative locking systems and components
for the aluminium windows and doors industry.
At Sobinco the entire production process takes place under one roof.In this way we are able to manage and control the value
creation chain from start to finish. This gives us great flexibility and allows us to attain sustainable results over the short term.
Innovation is our passion. Our creativity, expertise and craftsmanship provide a guarantee of added value which translates into
high-quality products, easy assembly, modularity, sustainability and aesthetic comfort.
Driven by this passion, our team at all times endeavours to improve our current products and develop new ones. To this end,
we listen to the market and to our customers.
We use high-quality materials for our product development. These products are exhaustively tested in line with the strictest of
guidelines and quality requirements. Every product must satisfy these as a minimum and their ratings often exceed the required
standards.
We have a strong customer focus. Not only in the development of our products, but also in our after-sales support, during the
installation process and even long afterwards.
Sobinco is a financially viable and high-tech environment where our specialists can focus on their strengths. With more than 60 years in
the business, you can rest assured that we are a reliable partner, ready to seize the opportunity. Nevertheless, we remain approachable.
In short, a family atmosphere, where there is mutual respect for management, customers, partners and employees.
We are Sobinco. We get things done. We listen. We think in terms of opportunities. We are not afraid to roll up our sleeves.
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VA N PAR YS FAM I LY

C OMPL ETE S ER V I C E

V ERTICAL INTEGRAT IO N

Listen. Think. Do.
INNO VATIO N

T OP QUALI TY
F I TTI NG S FO R ALU M INIU M WINDO WS & DO O RS

Waregemstraat 5 - 9870 Zulte - Belgium
T +32 9 388 88 81 - F +32 9 388 88 21
commercial@sobinco.com
www.sobinco.com
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